A/W hair trends
Welcome to A/W hair uncovered, an
essential guide that will reveal next season’s
upcoming trends. Whether your speciality
lies in styling or you enjoy getting creative
with colour, this must-have guide will provide
you with the hair trends that are set to be a
hit this Autumn/Winter.
From fancy up-dos, to striking colour, this guide will
inspire you to create the perfect finished look for your
client, providing you with trend tips on styling, cutting
and colouring. Read on to discover next season’s go-to
hair trends and ensure you’re able to create a look your
clients will love.

Sassy side-partings
This winter, it’s all about the side parting, a look that’s
been labelled by Vogue as a runway favourite. This chic
look is easy to create and is suitable for any occasion.
Try it with poker-straight hair to frame the face, or couple
a deep-set side parting with a hair slide or two for added
glamour.
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Acid hair
Brighten up the winter months with bold colour
and create a fluorescent-inspired hair finish
for your client. From vivid yellow to neon pink,
acid hair has made an appearance at many
festivals and events this summer and isn’t set
to disappear from the spotlight anytime soon.
Not for the faint-hearted, this trend is guaranteed
to make a statement.

Keeping it up-do
From messy buns to intricate plaits and braids, next season
is all about the up-do. Offering both practicality and style,
an up-do is a go-to look for many and most styles allow
for easy, everyday wear, as well as evening elegance.
For a delicate, effortless twist on a classic up-do, allow a
few loose strands of hair to fall around your client’s face.
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Thank you
Thank you for reading this guide. We hope it’s given you the inspiration you need to
create the most on-trend hair looks for A/W 2017.
Want to spread the word about what’s hot for next season? Join in the conversation
online using the hashtag #AWBeautyTrends.
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